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WEEK 08 – 27 FEBRUARY 2015 
 

Quote of the week:  
 

“No price is too low for a ‘bear’ or too high for a ‘bull’” 
 

Old Wall Street proverb 
 

SALES 
 

BULKERS                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
 
M/V "SEA BREEZE" - 91,913 dwt, blt 2009, Sungdong/S. Korea, LR, ss 05/14, 7 HO/7HA, B+W 7S50MC-C 
M/V "STAR BREEZE" - 91,827 dwt, blt 2010, Sungdong/S. Korea, LR, ss 11/10, 7HO/7HA, B+W 7S50MC-C 
M/V "MOON BREEZE" - 91,807 dwt, blt 2011, Sungdong/S. Korea, LR, ss 01/11, 7HO/7HA, B+W 7S50MC-C 
M/V "OCEAN BREEZE" - 91,800 dwt, blt 2009, Sungdong/S. Korea, LR, ss 01/14, 7HO/7HA, B+W 7S50MC-C 
M/V "PACIFIC BREEZE" - 76,343 dwt, blt 2004, Sumitomo/Japan, AB, 7HO/7HA, B+W 7S50MC-C 
M/V "ATLANTIC BREEZE" - 76,267 dwt, blt 2004, Sumitomo/Japan, AB, 7HO/7HA, B+W 7S50MC-C 
Sold en bloc to undisclosed buyers for $74 mill total (Note: bank driven deal) 
 

M/V "MILLION TRADER" - 76,284 dwt, blt 2004, Tsuneishi/Japan, BV,  dd 12/2016, 7HO/7HA, B+W 7S50MC-C 
Sold to Greek buyers (clients of Modion) for $10.4 mill 
 

M/V "SAT BELLATRIX" - 28,467 dwt, blt 2009 Imabari/Japan, AB, 5HO/5HA, B+W 6S42MC, C 4X30.5T 
M/V "SAT NUNKI" - 28,449 dwt, blt 2008 Imabari/Japan, AB,  5HO/5HA, B+W 6S42MC, C 4X30.5T 
Sold en bloc to European buyers for $19 mill (Note: off market deal) 
 
M/V "ULTRA INITIATOR" - 56,017 dwt, blt 2007, Mitsui/Japan, NK, 5HO/5HA,  B+W 6S50MC-C, Cr 4X30T 
Sold to Greek buyers (clients of Baru Delta) for $12.5 mill   
 

CONTAINERS                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

 

M/V "ZIM BEIJING" - 66,939 dwt, blt 2005, Hyundai Samho/S.Korea, GL, 5,075 teus, Sulzer 8RTA96C 
Sold to Singapore-based German buyers (clients of Asiatic Lloyd Singapore) for $15.8 mill 
 
M/V "WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE" - 44,022 dwt, blt 2007, Hanjin/S. Korea, GL, ss 02/07, 3398 teus, B+W 8K80MC-C 
Sold to Greek buyers (clients of Lomar Shipping) for $14 mill 
 

MPP/TWEENS                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

 

M/V "REGA" - 4,816 dwt, blt 1985, Bodewes/Netherlands, RI, 2HO/2HA, 148 teus, MaK 8M452AK, Der 4X30T 
Sold to undisclosed buyers for $900,000 
 
M/V "BERDEN" - 3,095 dwt, blt 1982, Bodewes/Netherlands, BV, dd 10/2015, 2HO/2HA, MaK 8M452AK 
Sold to undisclosed buyers for $700,000 
 

TANKERS                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

 

M/V "GOLD EXPRESS" - 47,410 dwt, blt 2009, Onomichi/Japan, NK, B+W 6S50MC, dbl hull, epoxy coated, igs, cow, sbt 
M/V "SILVER EXPRESS" - 47,401 dwt, blt 2009, Onomichi/Japan, NK, B+W 6S50MC, dbl hull, epoxy coated, igs, cow, sbt 
Sold en bloc to Danish buyers ( clients of Maersk Tankers) for $23 mil each 
 

M/V "HC DALIA" - 37,420 dwt, blt 2001, Hyundai Mipo/South Korea, GL, B+W 6S50MC-C 
M/V "HC ELIDA" - 37,345 dwt, blt 2001, Hyundai Mipo/South Korea, GL, B+W 6S50MC-C 

Sold en bloc to UAE buyers for $12 mill each 
 

M/V "SICHEM ONOMICHI" - 13,105 dwt, blt 2008, Sekwang/S.Korea, AB, dd 02/2016, B+W 6S35MC, IGS fitted 
12 + 2 x phenolic epoxy coated cargo tanks (coating: Sigma Phenguard), Double hull / SBT, Bow thruster fitted 
Sold to undisclosed buyers for $12 mill 
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DEMOLITION 
 

 

(Please note that if some of the prices reported 

our demometer above), they are most probably older deals that 

reflect the current market situation)
 
Bulkers: 

M/V "MYRON N" - LDT 10,672 - 70,
Demo to INDIA (option PAKISTAN) 
 

M/V "ZAHRANOS" - LDT 7,912 - 40,478 dwt,
Demo to INDIA (option PAKISTAN) 
(Note: including 18t IFO & 50t MGO 

 

M/V "LR LILY" - LDT 8,259/6,890 -
Demo to PAKISTAN for $375 per LDT 
 

M/v "SEAGULL D" - LDT 5,148 - 18,427 dwt, blt 1981, Minaminippon/
Demo to INDIA for $370 per LDT ( Note: 

 

Containers: 
M/V "PISTI" - LDT 11,200 - 38,400 dwt, blt 1996 
Demo to INDIA 'AS IS' SINGAPORE

  
Reefers 

M/V "TROPICAL MIST" - LDT 5,310

Cr 2X30T, Cr 2X10T 
Demo to INDIA for $345 per LDT 
 
Tankers 

M/V "TRADEWIND" - LDT 3,628, 12,752 dwt, blt 1986, Taihei Akitsu
Demo to INDIA for $420 per LDT (Note: 
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER 
 

This report has been produced on information collected from a variety of source
newspapers, maritime websites, ship agent's reports, etc
contained in this report should not be considered as investment recommendations and is 
the time of preparing this report. No market analysis can guarantee accuracy as shipping is a high risk business.
reasonable care has been taken in the preparation of information 
accept any liability whatsoever for any 
company nor its directors nor its employees shall be liable in any way for any claimed loss or damage occurred by information & 
analysis contained herein. This report is intended solely for the information of the email recipient account
of this report may not be reproduced 
approval.  

COUNTRY BULKER

TURKEY 210

PAKISTAN 365

INDIA 350

BANGLADESH 350

CHINA 220

 

All rights reserved.  

that if some of the prices reported below do not correspond to the current scrap market levels (as per 

), they are most probably older deals that recently became known to the market and do not 

current market situation) 

70,424 dwt, blt 1990, Hyundai/S. Korea, BV, 7HO/7HA, B+W 5S60MC, Cr 4X25T
 for $391 per LDT (Note: including 750t bunkers r.o.b.  + 23t propeller

40,478 dwt, blt 1985, Mitsui/Japan, NK, 5HO/5HA, B+W 6L60MCE, Cr 5X25T
 for $380 per LDT  

18t IFO & 50t MGO bunkers r.o.b. and 2 x 14.5t propellers) 

- 29,999 dwt, blt 1991, Warskiego/Poland, BV, 6HO/6HA, B+W 6L50MC, Cr 3X30T
for $375 per LDT ( Note: including 450t bunkers r.o.b. ) 

18,427 dwt, blt 1981, Minaminippon/Japan, RS, 4HO/4HA, B+W 6L55GFC, Dr 4X25T
( Note: including full spares) 

38,400 dwt, blt 1996 Warnow/Germany, RI, 6HO/11HA, 2890 teus, B+W 8K80MC
'AS IS' SINGAPORE for $ 382 per LDT ( Note: including substantial quantity of bunker

LDT 5,310- 11,998 dwt, blt 1986 Korea Shipbuilding./S. Korea, NV, 4HO/4HA, 

, 12,752 dwt, blt 1986, Taihei Akitsu/Japan,, NK, Mitsubishi 6UEC45HA
(Note: including substantial stainless steel content) 

Follow us on Twitter and like us on Facebook: 

https://twitter.com/lionshipbrokers               http://www.facebook.com/pages/Lion-Shipbrokers-Ltd/629062310453294

 

produced on information collected from a variety of sources (shipbrokers' reports, market’s gossip, maritime 
newspapers, maritime websites, ship agent's reports, etc…) and is given in good faith & without any guarantee. Analysis 

ould not be considered as investment recommendations and is based on the current market situation at 
No market analysis can guarantee accuracy as shipping is a high risk business.

in the preparation of information and analysis in this report, Lion Shipbrokers Limited does not 
accept any liability whatsoever for any direct or indirect errors and omissions of fact or opinions based on such facts. Neither the 

nor its employees shall be liable in any way for any claimed loss or damage occurred by information & 
This report is intended solely for the information of the email recipient account. This report or any

 or circulated to any third parties, or used in a court of law without our prior written 
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